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WG Directional Illumination Marking System
The WG Directional Illumination Marking System allows the illumination to chase along the
length of the cable as standard.
Offering the user the following additional capabilities:
 Change the direction
 Control the brightness levels
 Increase or decrease the speed of travel for the illumination
This allows the user to show the rescue team or those being rescued the direction they
should be taking and if that needs to be changed you simply press a button on the faceplate.
The system has been designed to complement the product range of linear illuminated
marking systems which have been designed for use in low light or dark applications either
internally or externally.
The portable systems cable is only 5mm in diameter. The cables emit a brilliant lime/green
light along its entire length. This colour is highly visible at night and provides the safety and
comfort factors inherit in a clear constant reference point. The product range has been
developed specifically to accommodate the requirements for both portable and plug in
power. There are four standard illumination colours available, these are blue, green, red,
lime green and orange.

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

Emergency services
 Scene of crime
 Accidents
 Hazard marking
 Water rescue
 Confined space search
 USAR
 Recovery and rescue
Security and Police
 Scene of crime
 Public order
 Perimeter protection
 Emergency planning
 Roads policing

Construction
 Safe marking of
routes in tunnels
 Marking hazards
 Railway maintenance activities
Military
 Bridge edge illumination
 Defile marking
 Marking safe routes
 Temporary landing strips
CBRNE
 Marking of directional routes
 Cordoning of no-go areas
 Highlighting triage and medical areas
 Search and removal
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